
 

 

 

 

 

General Instruction:  

 The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes have to be used by 

the candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will not 

write any answer on the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next 

stroke of the bell.     

 Do not write any answer on the question paper.   Write in neat and clean handwriting. All questions are 

compulsory 

1. The layer of air around the earth is known as                                                                                                   (1) 

a) atmosphere  b) ozone  c) universe   d)none of these  

2. Excessive rain may cause                                                                                                                                  (1) 

       a) Flood    b) drought    c) rainfall     d) none of these 

3. Paper is a ____ material.                                                                                                                       (1)     

a) magnetic   b) non magnetic  c) transparent   d)none of these  

4. An electric cell has _________ terminal.                                                                                                          (1)     

a) 2    b) 3    c) 4   d) 1                                                                                                           

5. It is a magnetic material.                                                                                                                                    (1) 

a) Rubber    b) wood   c) iron    d) none of these  

6. Electric current can flow through                                                                                                                      (1)      

a) Metals   b) non-metals   c) insulators  d) none of these 

7. The process of water changing into its vapour is called                                                                                 (1) 

a) Evaporation   b) condensation  c) precipitation  d) clouds   

8. Maximum iron filing stick in the ----------- of a bar magnet when it is brought near them.                        (1) 

                       a)  Center   b)north pole  c) south pole  d) both the poles  

9. Vegetable peels are ------------------.                                                                                                                 (1) 

                        a) Biodegradable   b) non –biodegradable c) compost d) none of these     

10. Which gas in the atmosphere is essential for respiration?                                                                              (1) 

a) Oxygen   b) carbon dioxide  c) nitrogen  d) none of these  

11. Do the bar magnets always point towards North-South direction?                                                               (1) 

                        a) Yes b) no   c) sometimes   d) none of these  

12. The moving air is known as                                                                                                                              (1)   

                         a) Wind b) storm   c) cyclone  d) none of these  

13. Pond is an example of ---------- habitat.         (1) 

                          a) Aquatic b) terrestrial c) desert d) none of these  

14. Cactus are found in                                                                                                                                           (1) 

                           a) desert   b)garden  c)pond  d) grassland 

15. Red worms are used for                                                                                                                                     (1) 

                            a)vermicompositing   b) gardening   c)in fields  d) none of these  

16. One km is equals to                                                                                                                                            (1) 

                           a) 1000 m  b) 500 m c) 250 cm  d)1000 cm  

17. It is a biotic factor of an ecosystem                                                                                                                    (1)      

a) plant  b) air  c) wood  c) none of these  

18. A magnet has -------- poles .                                                                                                                               (1)               

                             a) 1 b) 3 c) 2 d) none of these  

19. Glass is a /an ----------- object.                                                                                                                          (1)                

                          a) Transparent   b) opaque c) magnetic d) none of these . 
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20. ----------- objects forms shadows.                                        (1)                

                       a)opaque   b) transparent  c) translucent  d) none of these 

21. Write the composition of air?             (3)                

22. Write any three ways by which we can reduce garbage.       (3) 

23. Define the vermin composting.            (3) 

24. When does a drought occur?           (3) 

25.  Describe rainwater harvesting and its advantages.       (3) 

26.  Write any two properties of a magnet.         (3) 

27.  Give three examples of abiotic factors of ecosystem.       (3) 

28.  Define the conductor with examples.         (3) 

29.  What is pinhole camera?          (3) 

30.  Why can a pace or a footstep not be used as a standard unit of length?     (3) 

31.  List the common characteristics of living things.        (5) 

OR 

List the differences between living and non-living things . 

  

32. What is the purpose of using an electric switch? Name some electrical gadgets that have switches built into         

them.                (5)     

33. Describe the water cycle with diagram.              (5) 

                                         OR 

 Draw the diagram of open circuit .                  (5) 

34.  List five activities that are possible due to the presence of air. 

35.  Differentiate between evaporation and condensation.       (5) 

36. Match the following-           (5) 

            Column I                                      Column II 
N-N                                        ____________ 

N-__                                       Attraction  

S-N                                         ____________ 

__-S                                          Repulstion 

__poles                                   Magnet 

.                                                                                           
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